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The number of triple points of a smoothly immersed surface in general position in a three 
dimensional manifold is congruent (mod 2) to the Euler characteristic of the surface plus the 
characteristic of the image of the surface. The Euler characteristic of the image is even if the 
immersed surface is null homologous with mod 2 coefficients. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. History. Banchoff’s formula says the number of triple points of an immersed 
surface in Euclidean 3-space is congruent (mod 2) to the Euler characteristic of the 
surface [l]. Recently, Haas and Hughes [6] and Pinkall [9] have given new proofs 
of this result. Haas and Hughes show the number of triple points of an immersed 
surface in a 3-manifold is an invariant of the regular homotopy class of the immersion. 
One of the present authors has been able to generalize Banchoff’s techniques to 
study codimension one immersions in high dimensional Euclidean spaces [2,3,4]. 
A triple point formula, other than Herbert’s thesis [7], for surfaces in 3-manifolds 
was heretofore unknown, or at least unpublished. 
1.2. Notation and conventions. Throughout this paper M will denote a closed surface 
(smooth closed 2-dimensional manifold), N will denote a smooth 3-manifold, and 
f: MY+ N will denote a smooth general position immersion from M to N. Thus if 
y E N is a point in the image f(M) such that #f-‘(y) = r, then rs 3, and in a 
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neighborhood of y in N, f(M) looks like Y transversely intersecting 2-disks in D’. 
y is called a triple point (or double point) off if r = 3 (or r = 2). 
All homology and cohomology groups have Z/2 coefficients. 
The imagef(A4) can be given the structure of a cell complex. Let x(f(M)) denote 
the Euler characteristic of this complex. Let x(M) denote the Euler characteristic 
of the ambient surface. Let T(f) denote the number of triple points ofJ: By general 
position T(f) is finite. 
1.3. Statements of the main results 
Theorem 1.3.1. For any f: M’T+ N’, 
T(f )=Af(M))+X(M) (mod 2). 
Upon hearing this formula, McCrory found an elementary proof of it. His proof 
is included in Section 4.2. 
Theorem 1.3.2. If f: M ‘t, N and f,[ M ] = 0, then 
T(f) =X(M) (mod 2), 
and 
x(f(M))-0 (mod2). 
The following theorem and its proof give a general technique for proving these 
kind of formulas, and summarize the paper. 
Theorem 1.4. Let 
T(f)=X(M)+error (mod2) (1.4.1) 
be a congruence that is valid on Boy’s surface, on the immersion of the projective plane 
in the (4, l)-lens space defined in Section 3.4, and valid on embeddinga lf the formula 
is invariant under the surgery operations of Sections 2.3 and 2.4, then the formula is 
valid on any immersed surface in any 3-mantfold. 
Theorem 1.5. Suppose T(f)=c(f) (mod2) IS a congruence that is valid on Example 
3.1 of an immersed torus with one triple point, valid on embedded orientable surfaces, 
invariant underoriented (1, 0), (1, I), and (1,2) surgeries and invariant under removing 
embedded double curves with double point matrices either *(e,, e,) or I. Then this 
formula is valid for all orientable immersed surfaces. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. The proof is based on Banchoff’s proof [ l] of the correspond- 
ing formula in Euclidean 3-space. In the first place the formula is assumed to be 
true on Boy’s surface. Given an immersion with an odd number of triple points, 
add a disjoint copy of Boy’s surface. Then verify the formula for immersions with 
an even number of triple points as follows. Sequences of (1, 0), (1, 1) and (1,2) 
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surgeries (see Section 2.4) remove pairs of triple points. By hypothesis these surgeries 
do not affect the other quantities in the formula. An immersion with a single double 
curve can be obtained. 
A (2 x 2)-signed permutation matrix can be associated to the double point curve 
(see Section 2.1). When the surface is immersed in 3-space, this matrix must be *I 
(where I is the identity). However, when the surface is immersed in an arbitrary 
3-manifold, any element of the dihedral group of (2 x 2)-signed permutation matrices 
can be realized (Theorem 2.2). Using Banchoff’s techniques, and some others, the 
double points may be removed without affecting formula (1.4.1) unless the double 
point matrix is *(-e,, e,) or k(e,, -e,). In case the double point matrix is not either 
of these matrices, then an embedding is obtained. 
According to Section 3.4 there is an immersion of the projective plane into a 
(4, 1)-lens space with no triple points and a double point matrix (e,, -e,). By 
hypothesis the triple point formula (1.4.1) is valid on this immersion. If the double 
point matrix of the immersion in N is i(-e,, eZ) or +(e,, -e,), then form the 
connected sum of N with the lens space L(4, 1). Adding the immersed projective 
plane affects both terms on the right hand side of formula (1.4.1) without adding 
triple points. The double point matrix of the disjoint union of the given immersion 
and the immersed projective plane is the product of the double point matrices of 
the components (Lemma 2.4.1). Thus the double points of the new immersion can 
be removed. An embedded surface results. Since (1.4.1) is assumed to be valid on 
all embeddings, it is valid on the given immersion. 
This completes the proof. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The proof follows the same line as the proof of Theorem 1.4 
with some added technicalities. Specifically, it must be shown that oriented surgeries 
suffice to cancel every pair of triple points. Let (J; M) be given and consider a triple 
point p of (f; M). In a generic neighborhood of p form the connected sum of IV 
with S’ x S2. The attaching regions for the l-handles are to be sufficiently close to 
the triple points of (L M) in N and to the immersed torus with one triple point in 
s2xs’. 
Choose an orientation of the original surface M. Any (1, 0)-surgery that connects 
M to the immersed torus induces an orientation for the immersed torus. For a given 
attaching region on M, there are at least three attaching regions on S’ x S’ that are 
in the same component of the complement of the immersed surfaces. At least one 
of these induces an orientation on S’ x S’ so that its triple point may be cancelled 
with the triple point of (f, M) without reversing orientations. By induction on the 
number of triple points it suffices to verify the formula for immersions without triple 
points. All double curves may be removed and the formula is true for embeddings; 
therefore it is true for the given surface. m 
Herbert’s thesis, when specialized to the case of closed surfaces immersed in 
3-manifolds does not explicitly involve the Euler characteristic of the surface M. 
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However, the techniques of Theorem 1.4 still apply to give an elementary proof in 
this case. Section 5 gives this proof. 
2. The double points of an immersed surface 
2.1. Definition of the double point matrix. Let f: MT+ N. The double point manifold 
off is a disjoint union of circles which are immersed in N as the set of double 
points and triple points off: On traveling around each circle, the two sheets f(M) 
which intersect to form the image of the circle close up. The image of each component 
of a double point manifold will be called a double curue. To each component of the 
double point manifold, a (2 x 2)-signed permutation matrix is associated as follows: 
Choose a double point in the double curve of one component. A disk that is 
transverse to the double curve at the double point intersects f(M) at a pair of 
coordinate arcs. Assign e, =(A) and e2 = (y) to any two consecutive branches of 
the coordinate arcs. The opposite branch of ei is assigned -ei for i = 1,2. Follow 
the branches e, and e2 around the double curve until they come back to match the 
branches v, and vz, respectively where v, , v2 = *e, or fez. Then the (2 x 2)signed 
permutation matrix ( v1 , vJ is the associated double point matrix. The double point 
matrix depends on the choice of two consecutive branches. However, it is affected 
at most by a change of sign when a different choice is made. 
Theorem 2.2. Every element in the dihedral group of (2 x2)signed permutation 
matrices can be realized as the double point matrix of an immersed surface with exactly 
one triple point and as the double point matrix of an immersed surface without triple 
points. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 occupies Section 3 where explicit immersions are 
constructed. 
2.3. Removing the double points. Let f: M w N be an immersion with no triple 
points. Then every double curve off is embedded. A tubular neighborhood of a 
double curve can be identified with either a solid Klein bottle or a solid torus. The 
neighborhood is thought of as the quotient of a disk bundle over the unit interval 
where the ends are identified via the double point matrix. 
Lemma 2.3.1. Let f: MT+ N be an immersion with a single double curve and no triple 
points. Suppose the double point matrix is one of the following: *(e, , e,), or f(e,, e,). 
Then there is an embedding f’: M’+ N such that 
6) x(M) = x(M’) (mod 2), 
(ii) x(f(M)) -x(f ‘(M’)) (mod 2), 
(iii) f,[M]=f$.[M’]EH,(N). 
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Proof. Banchoff [I] showed how to eliminate the double points in case the double 
point matrix was *(e, , e2 ). In case the matrix is the identity, a pair of intersecting 
annuli in the interior of the solid torus are replaced by a pair of annuli on the 
bounding torus. In case the matrix is -I, then a pair of intersecting Mobius bands 
are replaced by an annulus on the bounding torus. 
In case the double point matrix is =t(e,, e, ), a tubular neighborhood of the double 
curve is a solid Klein bottle. Each matrix gives the same structure for the double 
points. In this neighborhood, f(M) looks like an annulus intersecting itself along 
the center circle (see Fig. 1). The immersed surface f( M) intersects the Klein bottle 
boundary in a pair of simple closed curves. These curves separate the Klein bottle 
into a pair of Mobius bands and an annulus. Replace the annulus that intersects 
itself in the interior with the annulus on the boundary. 
Fig. 1 
Under these operations, M and the resulting surface M’ are in the same (unorien- 
ted) cobordism class and so x(M) = ,Y( M’) (mod 2). The difference between f(M) 
and the resulting immersed surface f’(M’) bounds either a solid torus or a solid 
Klein bottle in N. Thus f(M) is homologous to f’( M’) in H2( IV), and x(f( M)) = 
x(f’(M’)) (mod 2). 
The matrices of the double points that can be removed always have an even 
number of negative signs. 0 
2.4. Review of (1, r - I)-surgery. Please recall from [l] or [3] that a (1, I - I)-surgery 
is performed by removing a pair of 2-disks from a surface and replacing these with 
an annulus (I x S’). The disks have their center in the r-tuple set, and the core of 
the hollow handle lies in the (r - 1)-tuple set. A (1, 0)-surgery can be used to connect 
components of the immersion. A (1, l)-surgery can be used to connect components 
of the double point manifold. A (1,2)-surgery removes pairs of triple points. 
Lemma 2.4.1. Let f: M Y+ N be an immersion whose double point manifold has at least 
two components. Let *CT and +r denote the matrices associated to these components. 
Perform (1, 1)-surgery to (f, M) to connect these two components. The double point 
matrix that is associated to the resulting connected curve is the product fur. 
Proof. The product matrix is achieved by choosing the coordinatizations of the 
normal disks correctly. A different choice of coordinatization or surgery would result 
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in one of the double point matrices, TU, ru-‘, or ~7~‘. However these matrices differ 
by at most -Z which is the ambiguity in the choice of the double point matrix in 
any case. 0 
Lemma 2.4.2. The quantifies x(M), ,y(f(M)), and T(f) are nor u&ted (mod 2) by 
(l,r-l)-surgeries, r-1,2,3. 
Proof. The surgeries do not change (unorientable) cobordism classes of M and 
f(M), and the mod 2 homology class represented byf( M). Thus x(M) and x(f( M)) 
are unaffected (mod 2). The parity of the triple point set remains unaffected by these 
surgeries. 0 
3. Examples of immersed surfaces 
In this section the proof of Theorem 2.2 will be given by constructing explicit 
immersions. 
3.1. The figure-8 immersion of the circle when crossed with an embedding of the 
circle in R3 yields an immersion with double point matrix Z and with no triple points 
(Fig. 2). This immersion can be placed in the manifold S’ x S2 where the double 
curve wraps around the S’ factor. Thus a 2-sphere fibre intersects the immersion in 
a figure-8. Perform (1, 0)-surgery to the union of the immersed torus and such a 
sphere. An immersion of the torus with exactly one triple points results. A (1, l)- 
surgery will connect the two components of the double point manifold. The double 
point matrix of each component is the identity, so the double point matrix of the 
result is also the identity. 
Fig. 2 
3.2. In these examples immersions with double point matrix -Z are obtained. The 
construction is similar to the above. An immersed Klein bottle in 3-space is obtained 
by identifying the ends of a figure-8 x [0, l] via the matrix -Z (see Fig. 3). As above 
this immersion can be placed into S’ x S’ with the double curve along an S’ fibre. 
An Sz intersects the double curve in exactly one point. Proceed as above to obtain 
an immersion of a connected manifold with connected double point manifold, and 
with double point matrix -I. 
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Fig. 3 
3.3. In the next two examples immersed surfaces with double point matrices *( e2, e,) 
are constructed. These follow the same pattern as above. Identify the ends of a 
figure-8 x [0, l] via the matrix *(e,, e,). The figure-8 is placed symmetrically about 
the line x = y in each fibre of D’ x [0, l] as in Fig. 4. An immersion of the torus in 
the solid Klein bottle will result. This immersion has no triple points. Clueing two 
solid Klein bottles together along their boundaries results in a twisted 2-sphere 
bundle over the circle. Thus a 2-sphere fibre will intersect the double point set of 
the above immersion in a single point. After surgeries are performed, an immersion 
of the torus with one triple point results. 
3.4. Boy’s immersion ha a single triple point and double point matrix +(e,, -e,). 
Figure 5 depicts this immersion. In fact any immersion in R3 with double point 
matrix *( e2, -e,) must have an odd number of triple points [3]. The Euler charac- 
teristic of Boy’s surface is two. 
There is an immersion in the (4, 1)-lens space, L(4, l), with no triple points and 
with double point matrix +( e2, -e,). This is constructed as follows. Let X denote 
69 , , .-- _*’ \ >’ . . 
Fig. 5 
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the intersecting coordinate arcs of length 2 in the unit disk. Form the quotient space 
X x r0, ll/--, where X x (0) is identified with X x { l} via the matrix (e,, -e,). This 
yields an immersion of the Mobius band in the solid torus (see Fig. 6). The boundary 
of the Mobius band on the torus is a (4, 1)-curve. (It wraps around the longitude 
4 times and the meridian once.) Thus this immersed Mobius band extends to an 
immersion of the projective plane in L(4, 1) by adding the core of the 2-handle of 
L(4, 1) to the Mobius band. The 2-handle is the handle given by the standard 
Heegaard splitting of L(4, 1). The Euler characteristic of the image is one. 
3.5. The next two immersions that are constructed are based upon Koschorke’s 
example [S] of an immersion in 3-space with one triple point and double point 
matrix *(e,, -e,). Identify the ends of X x [0, l] via the matrix +(-e,, eJ. An 
immersion of a Mobius band and an annulus results. These surfaces intersect along 
their center circles. Attach a pair of l-handles ((D’ x D’)‘s) to this surface. These 
handles are embedded in the Klein bottle boundary of a regular neighborhood of 
the double curve (see Fig. 7). A surface with one boundary component results. The 
bounding curve can be pushed into the boundary of a single fibre of the solid Klein 
bottle. 
To obtain an immersion with one triple point attach a disk in another fibre of 
slightly larger radius and join this to the bounding curve by an annulus. This can 
be done in such a way that there is a single triple point, the double point manifold 
has two components (one component is immersed as a figure-8; the other is the 
core of the solid Klein bottle), and the double point matrix is *(-e,, eJ. The 
resulting surface is the connected sum of a projective plane and a torus. 
Fig. 6 
Fig. 7 
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To obtain an immersion without triple points consider the same immersion in the 
twisted 2-sphere bundle over the circle. Instead of attaching a disk that intersects 
the double curve, attach one that misses the immersion except at its boundary. 
Equivalently, use the immersion constructed in the previous section and add a 
2-sphere fibre. Then cancel a pair of triple points by (1,2)-surgery. The same surface 
is immersed as in the preceeding section with the same double point matrix, but 
the former immersion has a triple point and the latter has none. 
4. Proofs of the main results 
4.1. Proof of Theorem 1.3.1. Formula (1.3.1) is clearly true for embeddings since 
there are no triple points and x(M) =x(_/(M)). The formula is true for Boy’s 
immersion since the image has an even Euler characteristic. The formula is true for 
the immersion of the projective plane in L(4, 1) by Section 3.4. Thus the formula 
is true for all immersions by Theorem 1.4. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.3.2. This result about triple points is originally due to Fenn and 
Taylor [5]. Since_/(M) is null homologous, neither double point matrices *I(-er, e2) 
nor *(e,, -e,) occur. Thus the techniques of the proof of Theorem 1.4 can be used 
to achieve an embedded null homologous surface in case there is an even number 
of triple points. Such a surface has even Euler characteristic. In case there is an 
odd number attach Boy’s surface. 
That x(f(M)) z 0 (mod 2) follows from Theorem 1.3.1. 0 
4.2. Clint McCrory’s proof of Theorem 1.3.1. Give a cell structure onf(M) so that 
the triple points are O-cells and the set of double points is a union of l-cells and 
O-cells. Pull this cell structure back to M. Let G be the subcomplex of double points 
and triple points in f(M). And let u and e be numbers of O-cells and l-cells in G, 
respectively. Let t be the number of triple points, and s = t - u. Since six l-cells are 
incident to a O-cell in G, we have e = s+3f= v (mod 2). Since f is one to one off 
off-‘(G), 
x(W+x(f(M)) =x(f-‘(c))+x(G) (mod 2). 
But 
x(f-‘(G))+x(G)=(3t+2(s-e))+(v-e)~ t (mod2). 0 
5. Herbert’s Theorem 
5.1. Herbert’s theorem in the case of surfaces immersed in 3-dimensional manifolds 
can be stated as follows. 
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Let f: M2w TV3 be a general position immersion from a closed surface into a 
closed 3-manifold. Let S, = {y E N: #f-‘(y) a2); let S: denote a push off of S, 
transverse to f(M). Let u E H’(M; Z/2) be defined by U(LY) = the intersection 
number of a representative for cx with f(M). Let W,(V) denote the first Stiefel- 
Whitney class of the normal bundle. 
Theorem 5.1.1 (Herbert). 
T(f)s#(S:nf(M))+(w:(v),[MI)+(w,(v)u,[MI) (mod2). (5.1.2) 
Proof. First consider the effect on formula (5.1.2) of performing (l,O), (1, l), or 
(1,2) surgeries to a given immersion. The parity of the triple point set remains the 
same, and each term on the right hand side remains the same since the result of 
surgery is homologous to f(M). 
Second, the formula is true for Boy’s immersion. Since [B(P’)] = 0 E H2(R3), 
ST n B( P”) = (w,( V)U, P’) = 0. Since the normal bundle is isomorphic to the orienta- 
tion bundle, (W:(Y), [P2])=x(P2) (mod 2). Therefore, we may assume (J; M) has 
no triple points. 
Third, each term on the right remains unchanged when the operations of Section 
2.4 are performed. If the double point matrix is +( e, , e2) or *(e,, e,), then S: nf( M) 
is even. The operations (Section 2.4) do not change the homology class represented 
by f(M). 
Fourth, the formula is true for the immersion P2v= L(4, 1). S: nf(M) = 1; 
(W:(V), [MI) = 1 since v is isomorphic to the orientation bundle; U(Q) = 0, where 
(Y E H,(P2) is a generator (follow the double point curve twice). 
Finally, consider formula (5.1.2) in the case of an embedding. If (Y E H,(M), then 
wr( ~)(a) = U(Q) since both are computed as the intersection number of a loop 
representing (Y and f(M). Therefore (wf( v), [MI) = (w,( Y)U, [MI). Both T(f) and 
S: nf(M) are zero in case of embeddings. This completes the proof. 0 
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